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Abstract

We recall the basic iclea of an algebraic approach to learning a Bayesian network (BN)

structure. namely to represent every BN structure by a certain (uniquely determined)
vector. called standard inn,set. The rnaiu result of the paper is that the set of standard
imsets is the set of vertices (: extreme points) of a certain polytope. N'{otivated by
tlre geotnetric vieu', rve introduce the concept of the geometr'ic nei,ghborhood Íbr standard
imsets. and. consequentl-v*. for BN structures. To illustrate this concept by an example.
we describe the geometric neighborhood in the case of three variables and show it differs
frorrr the znclusi:on rr,ei.ghborhood. which lvas introduced earlier in connection witir the GES
algorithm. This ieads to an example of the failure of the GES algorithm if data are not

"generated" from a perfectly N,Iarkovian clistribution. The point is that one can avoid this
failure if the greeclv search technique is l,rasecl on tlte geometric neighborhood instead.

1 Introduction Since direct maximization of a quality crite-
rion Q seems) at first sight, to be infeasible, var-

Tlre motívation for this theoretical paper is ious local sear'ch methods have been proposed.
learning a Bayesian network (BN) structure The basic idea is that one introduces a neigh-
from data bv the method of maximization of borhood relation between BN structure repre-
a quaiity criterion (: tire score and search sentatives. also named nezghborhood structure
method). Bv a quali,ty cri,terion, also named by some authors (Bouckaert, 1995). 'Ihen one
a scoTe metr,ic by other authors, we lnean a real is tryíng to find a local maximum with respect
function Q of the BN structure, usuallv rep- to the chosen neighborhoocl structure. This is
resented by a graph G, and of the database an algorithmically simpler task because one can
D. The value Q(G, D) "er.aiuates" how the BN utilize various greedy search techniques for this
structure given b1' G fits the database D. purpose. On the other hand, the algorithm can

An important reiated question is irow to rep- get stuck in a local maximurn and fail to find the

resent a BN structure in the rnenorr. of a com- global ma-xirnum. A typical example of these

puter. Formeriy. each BN structure WaS rep- techniques is gr,eedy equ,íualence search (GES)

resented by an arbitrary acyciic directed graph algorithm proposed bv Nleek (1997). The neigh-

defining it. which led to the non-uniqueness in borhood structure utilized in this algorithrn is

its descriptíon. Later. researclrers calling for the t'nclusi'on nei'ghborhood, which comes from

metlrorlological sirnpliÍication can}e up rvitlr the the conditional in<lependence interpretatiorl of

idea to represent every BN structure with a BN structures. Chickering (2002) proposed a

unique representative. The most popular graph- modification of the GES algorithtn' in which he

ical representative is the essential graph.It is a used the essential grapirs as (unique) BN struc-

chain graph describing shared features ofacyclic ture representatives.

directed grapirs defining the BN structure. The There are two itnportant technical require-
adiective "essential" was proposed by Anders- ments on a quality criterion Q brought in con-
son, I\,Iadigan and Perlman (1997), who gave a nection rn'ith the local search methods, namely
graphical characterization of essential graphs. to make them computationally feasible. One
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of them is that Q shouid Tte sco're equiua-
lenÍ (Bouckaert. 1995). rvlrich means it ascribes
the sarne value to equivalent grapirs. The
other requirenrent is that Q should be decom-
posable (Chickering, 2002), rvhich rneans that
QG,D) decornposes into contributions which
correspond to the factors in the factorizatiorr
according to the graph G.

The basic idea of an algebraic approacň to
learning BN stmctures. presented in Chapter
8 of (Studený. 2005)' is to represent both the
BN structure and the database with real vec-
tors. N{ore speciíícally, an algebraic representa-
tive of the BN structure defined b1' an acvclic
directed graph G is a certain integer-valued vec-
tor u6, called the standard tmset (for G). It is
also a uniclue BN structure representative be-
cause uG : uH for equivaleltt graphs G and H.
Another boon of standard itnsets is that one cau
read practically irnmediatelv from the differen-
tial inrset u,G - uH r,vhether the BN structures
defined by G and H are neighbors in the sense
of inclusion neighborhood. Howerer, the cru-
cial point is that every score equiralent and de-
courposable criterion Q is an affine function (:
linear function plus a corrstant) of the standard
imset. \,'Iore specifically. it is shown in .! 8.4.2 of
(Studený. 2005) that one has

Q(G,D) -  ' f l  -  ( t f l . tL6)  .

where rff i. . real number, tfl a vector of the
same diurension as the standard imset u6 (they
both depend soiell'on the database D and the
criterion Q) and (*. *) denotes the scalar pro-
duct. The vector Úf; is nanred the data uector
(relative to Q).

\\'e believe the above-mentioned result paves
the wa.v for future application of efficient linear
prograrnming methods in the area of learning
BN structures. This paper is a further step in
this direction: its aim is to enrich the algebraic
approach by a geometric view. One can inragine
the set of all standard imsets over a fixed set of
variab]es ň" as the set of poirrts in tlre respec-
tive Euclidean space. The main result of the
paper is that it is the set of vertices (: extreme
points) of a certain polytope. One consequence

of this result is as follows: since every "reason-
able" quality criterion Q can be viewed as (the
restriction of) an affine ťutrctiotr ort the respecl-
tive Euclidean space, the task to nraxirnize Q
over standard imsets is equir.alent to the task of
maximizing an afftne function (: the extension)
over the above-nrentioned polytope.

No'uv, a well-knou'n ciassic resuit on convex
sets in the Euclidean spac:e, Wevl-N{inkou'ski
theorem, savs that a polvtope can equivalentll'
be introduced as a bounded polyhedron. Thus,
once one succeeds in describing the above-
mentionecl polytope in the form of a (bounded)
polyhedron. one gets a classic task oflinear pro-
gra.mming. namelv to find an extremal value of
a linear function over a polyhedron. There are
efficient methods, Iike the s'trnpler m,ethod, to
tackle this problern (Schrijver, 1986). To illus-
trate the idea we describe the above-mentioned
(standard imset) polytope in the form of a
bounded polyhedron in the case ll/l : 3 in the
paper and give a web reference for ll/l : 4.

However. because it is not clear at this mo-
ment how to find the "polyhedral" description
of the polvtope for arbitrary llř|' we propose
an alternative approach in this paper. The ba-
sic iclea is to introduce the concept of geometr''ic
neighborhood for standard imsets, and. there-
fore, for BN structures as u'ell. The standard
imsets us and un will be regarded as (geo-
metric) neighbors if the line-segment connect-
ing them is a face of the polytope (: the edge
of the polytope in the geometric sense). The
motivation is as follows: one of possible in-
terpretations of the simplex method is that it
is a kind of "greedy search" method in which
one nloves between vertices (of the polvhedron)
along the edges - see $ 11.1 of (Schrijver, 1986).
Thus. provided one sncceecls at characterizing
the geometric neighborhood, one can possiblv
use greedv search techniques to find the global
maxirnurn of Q over the polvtope, and, there-
fore, over the set of standard imsets. To illus-
trate the concept of geornetric neighborhood rve
characterize it for 3 variables in the paper and
give a web reference to the characterization in
the case of 4 variables.

The finding is that the inclusion neighbor-
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hood and geometric neighborhood differ already
irr the case of 3 variables. Tirís obsen'ation }ras a
simple but notable consequence: the GES algo_
rithm. rvhich is btrsed on the inclusion neighbor_
hood. may fail to find the global maximuur of
Q. \Ve give such trn exarnple and claim that this
is an inevitabie defect of the inclusion neigh_
borhood, which lnay occur urhenever the clata
Íáitirfirlness is not guaratlteed. Irt our r'ierv. the
data faithfrrlness rclatir,e to a perfectlv i\Íarko-
vian distributiorr is a \rery strong unrealistic: as-
sunrption except for the case of artificiallv se_
nerated data.

2 Basic Concepts

In this section we recall basic definitions and
results concerning learning BN structures.

2.I BN Structures

One of the possible <lefinitions of a (discrete)
Bauesian net,uork is that it is a pair (G, p).
where G is an acyclic directed graph over a
(non-ernpty finite) set of nodes (: variables) tV
and P a discrete probability distribution over
l/ that (recursivelv) fac:torizes according to G
(Neapolitan 200.1). A weil-known fact is that p
factorizes according to G iff it is Nlarkovian with
respect to G, rvhich means it satisfies the con_
ditional independence restrictions determined
bv the graph G through the corresponcling (di-
rected) separation criterion (Pearl, 19g8; Lau-
ritzen, 1996). Having fixed (non-empty finite)
sample spaces Xi for variables i g _l/. the re-
spective (BItt) sÚaÍzstlcal model is the class of a]l
probability disrributions p on X,r = fln.^* Xo
that factorize according to G. To name the
shared features of distributions in this class one
can use tlre phrase "B]ttr structure,,. Of course.
the structure is determined by the graph G. but
it mar\. happen that tu'o cliffereut graphs over A'
describe the same structure.

2.L.7 Equivalence of graphs

Two acyclic directed graphs over ,Ař wiil be
named Markou equiua"len,t if they define the
same BN statistical rnodel. if lxrl ) 2 for ev-
ery z € lV. then t}ris is equívalent to the con-
ditiorr thev are ,irr,dependence equ,iualenl, which

means they determirre the sanre collection of
conrlitional irrdeperrdence restrictions cÍ. .ť32.2
in (Neapolitan, 2004). Both Frydenberg (1990).
and V-erma and Pearl (1991) gave classic graph-
ictrl cltaracterization of irtdeperrdence et1uír,a.
lence: tr,r'o acyclic directed graphs G and f/ over
A' are independence equivalent iff the1, have
the same underlr-ing undirected graph and. im-
noral'ities, i.e. incluced subgraphs of the forrn
Q ---+ C - ó, where [a. Ď] is not an edge irr the
graph.

2.1.2 Learning BN structure

Tire goal of (structural) Iearning is to cleter_
mine the BN structure on tire basis of data.
These are assumed to have the form of a com-
p le te  database D :  r t , . . . , rd  o f the length  d"> I .
tirtrt is, of a sequence of elements of Xry. pro-
vided the sample spaces Xi with lXll > 2 for
i e .^/ are fixed, let DATA(/ř. d) denote the co]-
lection of all databases over Ii of the length d.
N{oreover, let DAGS(A') denote the coliection of
all acyclic directed graphs o\.er Ar. Then we take
a real function Q on DAGS(Ar) x DATA(,n/. rI) for
a quality criterion. The value e(G, D) should
reflect how the statisticai nrodel deterntined b1.
G is suitable for explaining the (occurrence of
the database) D. The learning procedure basecl
on Q then consists in maximization of the func-
tiorr G ,-- Q(G,D) or'er G e DAGS(^I) iť the
database D e DATA(I/,d), d > 1 is given.

A classic example is Jeffreys-schwarz
Bayesi,an tnformation criteri,on (BIC), defined
as the maximum of the likelihood minus a
penalty term. which is a multiple of the number
of free pararneters in the statistical model
(Schwarz, 1978). To give a direct fomrula
Íbr BIC (in this case) we need a notatiorral
convention. Given i e A. let r(l) denote the
cardinal i ty |X,|, pac(i) = {-r €  Á*; j  '}
the set of parents of i in G e DAGS(I/). and
q(i .G) = l l l7epu"1;; X; l  the number of parent
configurations for i (in G). Provided i e .n/
is fixed, the letter k will serve as a generic
symbol for (the code of) an element of X; (:
a node configuration) while ,7 for (the code
of) a parent configuration. Given a clatabase
D of the length d
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number of occurences in D of the (marginal)
parent-trocle configuration encoded by -t and k;

,  - r ( l )put d;, : t;:i 11,16. Here is the formuia - see
Corollarv 8.2 in (StLrdený, 2005):

q( i .G)  r (u  )

Blc(c,D) : ttDr,,o.t"T
ie  ^. J:  l  Á ' -1 

- l . ]

-ry'Iqti.c) '[r(i) -r].
- 

i € r\.

In this brief overview we omit the question of
statistical consistenc.v of quality criteria; we re-
fer the reader to the literature on this topic:
(Chickering, 2002: Neapolitan. 2004). A quality
criterion Q rn'il l be ttamed score et1uiualentíÍ, for
every  D €  DATA( , \ ,d) ,  d> 1 .

a(G,D)  :  Q(H^ D)  í f  G .  H €  DAGS( ,^/)

are independence equivalent. NÍoreover, Q wiII
be called decomposable if there exists a collec-
tion of functions q;16 : DATA({J} U B. d) - p

where' j  e ly ' ,  B C N\ {t}, d ) 1 such that, for
every G € DAGS(,^í), D e DATA(^r' d) one has

QG,  D) :  t  q4r )ac( i ) (D1 iyopu"1; ) '
' € N

where  Dn:  x , r4 , . . . , r \  denotes  the  pro jec t ion
of D to the marginal space Xe = fl,.o X1 for
a+ Ac N.
2.L.3 Inclusion neighborhood

The basic idea of local search methods for
the maximization of a qualitv criterion (: score
and search methods) has already been explained
in the Introduction. Now. u'e defirre the in-
clusion neighborhood forrnally. Given G e
DAGS(A ). IetI(G) denote the collection of con-
ditional indepenclence restrictions determined
by G. Given G.H e DAGS(A-) '  iÍ I(H) C
I(G),, but there is no F € DAGS(lv") rvith
I(H) C I(F) c I(G), then we say 1{ and G
are i,rtclusion neighbors. Of course, this termi-
nologv can be extended to the corresponding
BN structures and their representatives.

1 - r'Here, Z C J denotes str ict inclusion. that is, I C J
bttt I * J.

Note that one can test graphicaliy whether
G. H e DAGS(,\ ) are inclusion neighbors; this
follows from transformational characterization
of inclusion f @) g 7(G) provided by Chicker-
ing (2002).

2.L.4 Essential graph

Given an (independence) equivalence class ý
of acyclic directed graphs or.er l[, the respeci
tive e:ssenti,al gruph G* is a hr.brid graph (: 3
graph with both directed and undirected edges)
defined as foliows:

. e + b in G* if a -- b in every G e 8,

. a - b ir G* if there are G, H e g such that
a -.-, b in Í1 and a .- b in G.

It is al"r'ays a chain graph (: acyclic hvbrid
graph); this follows from graphical characteriza-
tion of (graphs that are) essential graphs by An-
dersson, Nladigan and Perlman (1997). Chick-
ering (2002) used essential graphs as unique
graphicai BN stmcture representatirres in his
version of the GES algorithm.

2.2 Standard Imset

Bv an imset u over iy' will be meant an integer-
valued function on the porver set of AI. that is.
on P(1/) = {A; Á C '^/}. We will regard it
as a vector whose components are integers and
are iudexed by subsets of l/. Actually, any real
function m:P(IÝ)----' ]R' u'il l be interpreted as a
(real) vector in the same way. that is, identified
with an element of IR.P(N). The symbol (-,r)
will denote the scalar product of two vectors of
this type:

( - , r )  = t  m(A) .u(A) .
ÁC^r

To write formulas for imsets we introduce the
following notational converrtion' Given Á g l/,
the syrnbol rIx u,'ill denote a special imset:

_ A

+4,
for B C lř.

By an elementary i,mset is meant an imset

1L1a,o1c7 : d1o'o1uc -| óc - d1o1uc - ó1o1uc '

de(B) :iáitrE
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where C C l/ and a.b e ^" \ C are dis-
tinct. In our algebraic framework it encocles an
eleurentar'1' conditional indeperrdence statenrent
a  ) L  b l C .

Given G e DAGS(.nř). the standard i,rLset for
G. rlerrotecl by 'uc, is given b;. the fortnuia

u6, '  :  )-.r '  -  do -| 
\ {6p""1t, - d1,1upo"(r) }. (1)
?  C . \

It follows frorn (1) that t16 has at rnost 2 . lA I
non-zero r,alues. Thus, one can keep only
its non-zero values, which means the memorl.
denrands for representing standard irnsets are
poiynotnial in the nunrber of vtrriables.

It was slrou'rr as Corollar)' 7.1 ilr (Studený'.
2005) that. given G,lI e DAGS(.A/), one has
'LL6 - 71,o iff thel' are independence equivalent.
1\'Ioreor'er, Corollary 8.4 in Studený (2005) says
that G,1/ e DAGS(//) are inclusion neighbors
iff either uG - uH or uH - u6 is an elenrentar\r
ímset. Finall..v' Lenrnras 8.3 and 8.7 in (Stuclený,
2005) together claim that every score equivalent
and decomposable criterion Q necessarilv has
the form:

aG. D) -  " f l  
-  ( t\ , r")  (2)

for G € DAGS(^/), D e DATA(,^.r.d), d > 1'
rvhere the constart sfl e R and the (data) vec-
tor tfl: P(.nf) - R do not ciePend on G.

The reader can object that the dimension of
tf; grows exponentialh' with l.l/1, making the
method unfeasible for manv "real-world" prob-
lems. However, since 2lNi
resentation of a database D in the form of a
data vector may appear to be even more effec-
tive than (one of the traditional ways) in the
form of a contingency table! Another point is
that to compute (tfl. n6;) one only needs at most
2. lNl vairres of the data vector. In brief, rve be-
lieve that R'henever one is able to represent the
database in the memory of a computer then one
should be able to take care of the data vector
as u'e11.

3 Some Geometric Concepts

In this section rve recall lvell-known concepts
and f'acts from the theory of convex polytopes
(Schri jver, 1986).

3.1 Polytopes and Polyhedrons

These sets are special subsets of the Euclidean
space IRK. u'here K is a non-ernpty finite set.
Tlre points in this space are vectors a : lut]teN.
Given r. a e R1{ their sctrlar product is (r.'. z) :

D, .x  
'u i '  : r i '

A polytope in lR.K is the convex hull of a finite
set of points in lR.1i; if the sct consists of points
ir-r QK, tlre polvtope rs rati,onal. It is straight-
Íbrwarcl t}rat the snrallest set of points whose
Con\'ex }rull is a poiytope P is the set of íts uer-
tices (: ertrerne poi,nts), that is. of those points
in P wirich cannot be rvritten as convex combi-
nations of the other points in P. In particrrlar.
the set of vs1fil:es of P is finite. The dzmen-
szon dim(P) of P q R^- is the dimension of its
afBrre hull aÍŤ(P). rr'lrich is the collection of affitre
cornbinations f,.* )o . ?r. rvhere A + R ! P is
finite and )o € JR', D,.* )o : 1.2 A polvtope is

f,ull- dimensi,onal if dírn(P) : |/{l.
Ln affine haff-spat'e in R/' is the set

H -  -  
{ z e  RK : ( u . r )  <o} .

q,here O # u € ]R'( and o € R'. A polyhedron
is tlie intersection of finitely many affine balf-
spaces. It is boulr/ed if it does not contain a ray

{r * a . u): a > 0} for an\. Z.to €  R.K. u + O'

A well-known classic. but non-trivial, result
n  , -  n h 'is that P C lR" is a polvtope iff it is a bounded

polvhedron - ."" Coroitu.y 2.t.,, in (Schrijver,
i9B6). A further important observation is that
if P is a full-dimensional polytope then its ir-
rednndant description in the form of a polyhe-
dron3 is unique - see claim (17) on page 102 of
(Sclrr i jver, 1986).

Finalll'. there are softu'are packages that al-
low one. on the basis of the list of vertices of a
rational polytope P. to compute all inequalities
cleÍining arr irredundant poiyhedral description
of P, e.g. (Franz. 2006).

2There is a unique linear subspqce L C RK such that
aff(P) : o * L for sonre ?t e lR^. The dimension of
aff(P) is defined as the dimension of L.

tBy this is rneant the intersection of such a collec-
tion ofhalf-spaces in which no half-space can be dropped
vvithout changing the polvhedron.
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4 Main Result

In this section we give the main result and illus-
trate it in an example with three variables. Let
,S denote the set of standard imsets over ň.:

S  :  { r r , , ;G e  DAGS( l r )}  q  RP(N)  .4

Theorem L. The set S o.f standard'imsets ouer
N i,s the set of uertices of a rcttzona,l polytope
P g TR2(N) . The d,imensi,orr, of the polytope i,s
2 l í |  - | A . |  - 1 .

Because of a linited scope for this paper we
skip the proof, which t.an be forrnd in (Stuclený
and Vomlel. 2008).

Exaltpt tr Let us describe the situation in the
case of three variables. Then one has 11 stan-
dard imsets and they break into 5 types (: per-
mutation equivalence classes) . They can also be
classified by the number of edges in the corre-
sponding essential graph. (c.f. Figure 1 below)

o The zero inrset corresponds to the complete
(unci irected) essential  graph.

o Six elementary imsets break into two types,
namely u@.bA) and uqo.a1.;; the essential
graphs are a ----) c *- b and a - c - b.

o Three "semi-elementary" imsets of the
form uqa.bc a\ = 6auc -F do - 6o - 6u define
one type; the essential graphs have just one
undirected edge.

o The inrset dw-D,. 'ů.|2.d0 corresponds
to the empty essential graph.

Bv the theorem above, the dimension of the
polytope generated by these 11 imsets is 4. To
get its irredundant description in the form of a
polyhedron it is suitable to have it embedded (as
a fuli-dimensional polytope) in a 4-dimensional
space. To this end. we decided to identify eve-
ry standard imset over Á- with its restriction to
K: {A c N; |Á| > 2}. Then we used the com-
puter package Convex (Franz. 2006) to get all
13 polyhedron-defining inequalities. They break
into 7 types and can be classified as follows:

*To avoid misunderstanding recall that distinct
G'H € DAGS(I/) may give the same standard imset
uG : uH; however. the set S contains onlv one imset for
each indeperrdence equivalence class.

o Five inequalities hold with equality fbr the
zero imset. They break into 3 types:
0 < 2' 6or,. l6o6 l lo" * d6", 0 ! óo6a * da6
and 0 { doa".

o tright inequalities achieve equality for the
imset corresponding to the empty graph.
'flrey break into 4 types, namely 6o6. 1 1,
6ou"l 6ou 1 I, 6ob, * ó66 * do" { 1 and
óou"l óo6 l 6q2 f ó6" ( 1.

\Ve also made analogous computation in the
case |,^Í| :4. In tlris case one has 185 standard
imsets breaking into 20 types. The dimension
of the polytope is 11. The nurnber of corre-
sponding polyhedron-defining inequalities is 1 54

see r'ertex-facet table in (Vomlel and Studený,
2008).

Thus, in the case of three and four variables,
the polyhedral description of the polytope P ',r'as

found. In particular. the task to maximize a
(score equivalent and decomposable) quality cri-
terion Q is, by (2), equivalent to a standard lin-
ear programming problem, namely to minimize
a linear function u ,--. (tfl,u) over the domain
specified by those 13, respectively 154. inequal-
ities. Note that the formula for the data vector
relative to BIC is also knov,'n, see (8.39) in (Stu-
denÝ, 2005):

t"; '(A) : r1- H(Pat l l  nl
i € A

I nd- 
" { |á| - 1+ fI r( i) - D"( ')}'  

i a A  i eA

for Á ! ly'. where H(*|*) is the relative entropy
and Pl is the marginal empirical distribution
given by (the projection of the database) Da.

5 Geometr icNeighborhood

We say that two standard imsets u,u €,S are
geometric nei,ghbors if the line-segment t con-
nectirrg them in RP(r/) is an edge of the poly-
tope P (generated by S), which means P \ E
is convex. The motivation for this concept has
already been explained in the Introduction. Of
course: the concept of geometric neighborhood
can be extended to the corresponding BN struc-
tures, and to the essential graphs as well.
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Figure 1: The geomertric and inclusion neighborhood (for essential graphs) in the case 6f B variables.

Exavplp We characterized the geornetric
neighborhood in the case of three variables and
conrpareci it u.ith the inclusion neighborhoocl.
\Ve found out that the inclusion neighborhood
is contained in the geometric one. The result is
depicted in Figure f . in which BN structures are
represented by essential graphs, solid lines join
inclusion neighbors and dashed lines geometric
neighbors that are not inclusion neighbors. Dif_
ferent lerreis correspond to the numbers of edses.

We made a similar computation also in the
case of four variables - see vertex-vertex table
in (Vomlel and Studený, 2008). The descrip-
tion of our nrethod for computing the geometric
neighborhood is also available at (Vomlel and
Studený, 2008).

5.1 GES Fai lure

What does it mean that ,u. u e ,g are geomet_
ric but not inciusion neighbors? The Í'act that
thev are geometric neighbors means there exists
a linear funr:tion on IRP(,v) achieving its maxi-
mum over .9 just in {2. u}. Analogouslv. since
u is a vertex of P, there exists (another) lin_
ear function achieving its maximum just in z.
Therefore. bv a suitable convex combination of
these functions. one can construct a linear func_
tiorr I on RP(N) such that L(") > L(,u) > L(u)
for any ar e .9\ {u,r). Provided z and u are nor
inciusiori neighbors, Z achieves its local maxi_

muur (with respect the inclusion neighborhood)
in u and the global maxirnum over ^g in u.

Not'. it has alread5' been explailed that er.ery
"reasonable" quality criterion e is (the restric-
tion of) an affine function on IRP(A'). Thus, the
reader may ask whether this mav happen for e
in place of Z. Indeed. this is true in the case of
three variables for the imset u: u(a.clD\, which
corresporrds to an '.immorality,, (]' - ó *- c and
the iurset u corresponding to the empty graph
- see Figure 1.
Exevplo There exists a database D (of the
lengtlr d: 4) over . ly '  :  {cr,b,c} such that the
BIC criterion achieves its local maximum in the
empty graph G0 and its global maxinrum in (an_v
of) tlre graph(s) d of the type a - b *- c.
P^ut X; : {0, 1} for z € ly' and 21 : (o, o.0),
1 2  :  ( 0 , 1 . 1 ) ,  e , 3  :  ( 1 , 0 . 1 ) ,  r a  :  ( t , t .O ) .
Then direct computat ion of BIC (see $2. i .2)
g ives  BIC(G)  :  - I4 ln2 ,  B|C(Go)  :  -151, r2
and BIC(G') : -161n2 for any grtrph G' over
1v- having just one edge.

The reader may object that this is perhaps a
rare casual example because of a short database.
However. BIC exhibits the same behavior if the
database D is nrultiplíed! The linríted scope
of this contribution does not allow us to give
the arguments wh5r (we think) this is, actu-
aiiy, asvmptotic behavior of any cousistent score
equivalent decomposable criterion e, provicled
the database is "generated" from the empirical
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ciistribution P given by D. Tlie point is that P
is not perfectly Nlarkovian with respect to an-v
G e  DAGS(AI) .

In partic:ular. ttre GES algorithm see
(Chíckering. 2002) for. cletails tr,bclut this algo-
rithm should (asvmptotically) learn the emptv
graph G0, u.hile it is clear that (ariy of the
graphs) G is a rnore appropriate BN structure
trpproximation of the ',actual'' cotrditional Írrde-
pendcnce structure giten lx '  P.

6 Conclusion

In our view, this is an example of the failure of
the GES algorithm which may occur whenever
a disputable data faith.fulness assumptzon is not
Íirlfilled.o This assumption is ..valid'' if data are
artificially generated, but, in our vievn'. one can
hardly ensure its validitl'for "real" data.

On the other hand. the poirrt of the example
from 5.1 is that the GES algorithm is based on
the inclusion neighborhood. This cannot hap-
pen if the greedy search technique is based on
the geometric neighborhood. Indeed, we are
able to shou, that eacir local maximum (of an
affine function) with respect to the geometric
neighborhood is necessarily a global maximum
(over P). The proof is at the manuscript stage
arrd will be published iater. The conjecture that
the inclusion neighborhood is alwal's contained
in the geontetric one has recently been con-
firmed by Raymond Hemmecke (personal com-
munication). Therefore. we think the concept
of geometric neighborhood is quite important.
\\ie plan to direct our future research effort to
algorithms for its efficient computation.
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